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FURN ACE.
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Application filed September 20, 1899, Serial No. 731,119, (No model.)

To all, Luhon, it invogy conce77.

magazine 7 is located directly over and
Be it known that I, EDWIN M. WASHIBURN, | The
feeds
fuel downward to the grate 13, and
a citizen of the United States, residing at Hills in thethe
inner wall 6 is mounted an air ductor
dale, in the county of Hillsdale and State of flue 15, which, as shown by Fig. 2, has com 55
Michigan, have invented a new and useful munication with the magazine 7 by means of
Furnace, of which the following is a specifi a plurality of ports 16, opening into the base
cation.
or lower portion thereof. The air duct or
This invention relates to furnaces particu flue
15 opens out at one side of the furnace
larly adapted for steam-boilers, but equally
O well applicable to stoves and other analo wall and is intended to be supplied with a
suitable regulating - damper, which may be
gous devices adapted for burning solid fuel, shut
off entirely to throw out the use of said
such as coal; and the special object in view duct or
flue which may be operated at times
is to position an air-draft in the throat of the to deliver
air through the ports 16 into the
fire-box in such manner that a thin sheet of upper portion
of the charge of cdal within the
air will be delivered upon the coal and fire magazine 7. Below the duct or flue 15 is a
as it leaves a feeding-magazine and before second air duct or flue 17, which has a lower
the gases have had an opportunity to be slot
extending full length thereof and to
come cool, and thereby effectually dispose which18 the
real wall 19 has an inclined trend
of all smoke by instituting a thorough con in a curved line. This duct or flue 17 also
sumption of all particles of combustion or extends the full transverse length of the fire
gases usually emanating in an unconsumed
and opens out at one side of the furnace
condition from the throat of a fire-box by com box
wall,
supplied with a regulating-dam
mingling the air with such particles of com per orbeing
other
controlling means, and the air
bustion
and
gases
and
causing
an
ignition
of
coming
therethrough
is delivered over the 75
25 the same.
throat of the fire-box in a thin sheet. This
Other objects and advantages will appear form of the furnace, together with the other
in the subjoined description, and the novelty changed
forms which will be presently set
will be hereinafter claimed, embodiments of forth, is adapted for use in connection with
the furnace designed for practically carry any form of boiler.
ing into effect the operation sought being In the present form of furnace and in ap
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, plying
the same to boilers a bridge-wall 20 is
whereinbuilt
or
provided therein in addition to the
Figure l is a longitudinal vertical section usual bridge-wall,
(not shown,) and the pur
of a portion of a furnace embodying the fea pose of said bridge-wall
is to throw the heat
35 tures of the invention. Fig. 2 is a section on immediately against the boiler. This primary
the line 22 of Fig. I looking in the direction bridge-Wall is not necessarily a novel feature
of the arrow.
the present construction, as it has been
Similar numerals of reference are employed in
heretofore
and its use, size, shape, and
to indicate corresponding parts in both views. location areused,
subject
to slight variations to fit
The numeral 5 designates the front wall of particular cases. The
said primary bridge
a furnace, between which and an inner wall wall is without any particular features of con
6 a magazine 7 is formed and supplied with struction in view of the location of the air duct
a suitable lid or cover 8. The front wall 5 is or flue 17 in this arrangement of the device.
provided with draft-openings 9 and 10, con The parts essential to the improved furnace
45 trolled by exterior hinged or pivoted dam are the magazine and the duct or flue feed 95
per-plates 11 and 12, which are adapted to ing air in a thin sheet to the throat of the
be adjusted to regulate the ingress of air fire-box or over the rear portion of the bed
therethrough. These draft-openings 9 and of
The shape or size of the maga
10 are located above the grate 13, which may zinecoals.
is
not
as long as it is commen OO
be of either a ventilating or non-ventilating surate withessential
the
required
of fuel and the
character, and disposed over an ash-pit 14. size of the furnace. Thefeed
ports 16 are used

-
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ing place at the opposite ends of the latter
solely.
2. A furnace having a fuel-feeding maga
zine, a grate and a primary bridge - Wall, So
combined with an air flue or duct extending
transversely across the fire-box in rear of the
magazine and provided with a continuous
slot in the lower portion thereof to feed a thin
sheet of air to the throat of the fire-box and 55
across the rear portion of the bed of coals
therein, to cause a consumption of the gases
and particles of combustion, and another
transversely - extending flue or duct above
that having the continuous slot and in rear
of the magazine, the said upper duct having
communication with the magazine by means
of perforations to cause the air to feed through
the charge of coal and downwardly to the
burning bed of coal.
3. A furnace having a fuel-feeding maga
zine, a grate and a primary bridge-Wall, and
air-feeding ducts or flues arranged at differ
ent elevations and extending transversely in
rear of the magazine from one side to the
25 tails other than those noted may be resorted other of the furnace, one of the said ducts
to without in the least departing from the admitting air to the charge of coal above the
spirit or sacrificing any of the advantages of throat of the fire-box by means of a trans
verse line of apertures, and the other deliv
the invention
Having thus described the invention, what ering a thin sheet of air by means of a trans 75
is claimed as new is
verse continuous slot in the lower portion
1. A furnace having a fuel-feeding maga thereof below the plane of the said apertures,
zine vertically disposed over a grate below in and the other duct, and above the bed of
advance of a primary bridge-wall, combined burning coais, the air from the lower duct
with a duct extending transversely in the being directed fully and exclusively above
35 rear of the rear wall of the said magazine and and over the plane of the rear surface of the
having a lower front reduced feed-opening bed of burning coals at the point of greatest
in the form of a continuous slot to feed a thin heat of the latter and the rear terminals of
sheet of air to the throat of the fire-box down the grate-bars.
Wardly in a vertical direction and over and In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
across the rear portion of a bed of coals therein my own I have hereto affixed my signature in
to cause a consumption of the gases and par the presence of two witnesses.
ticles of combustion, the air being directed
EDWIN M. WASHBURN. L. s.)
fully and exclusively from above and over
the plane of the rear surface of the burning Witnesses:
FRED. B. HIX,
45 coals at the point of greatest heat of the lat
L. P. REYNOLDS.
ter and the ingress of the air to the duct tak
in the event that a heavy fire is necessary;
but, as before intimated, the duct or flue 15
may be entirely shut out. The openings 9
and 10 may also be dispensed with and the
air-feed in a thin sheet relied upon solely and
supplied at either one of the different points
indicated. It is necessary, however, that the
feed of the fuel from the magazine be regular
and unobstructed and by the introduction of
O the thin sheet of air at a point on the coal and
fire before the gases have an opportunity to
become coolis the salient feature of the inven
tion in conjunction with a magazine-feed.
The air may be forced through the several
ducts or flues or permitted to be indrawn by
suction arising from the combustion of the
fuel, and by the particular arrangement of the
parts and the utilization of the thin sheet of
air in the manner stated a great saving in
fuel results, and the annoyance and incon
venience incident to the formation and con
veyance of gases and smoke are entirely
avoided.
Changes in the form, proportions, and de

